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Tlaxiaco, Oaxaca, Mexico: Alejandro Aparicio Santiago, a member of Mexican President
AMLO’s National Regeneration Movement, had just taken office in the town of Tlaxiaco
when he was gunned down. Local politicians are often targeted because they crack down on
corruption and local crime or because they favor a certain cartel and are killed by its
rivals. 175 politicians were murdered between September 2017 and August 2018. -GEG
Mexico is no stranger to the assassinations of elected officials and candidates for
office. And on Tuesday, the latest act of political violence to rock the nation occurred
in a town in the southern state of Oaxaca, when the newly sworn in mayor was murdered by
a group of gunmen while on his way to his first official meeting.

Alejandro Aparicio Santiago, a member of AMLO’s National Regeneration Movement, had only
just taken office in the town of Tlaxiaco when he was gunned down, according to the New
York Post.

Holding elected office in Mexico is a perilous task. According to one figure, 175
politicians were murdered between September 2017 and August 2018. Aparicio Santiago
wasn’t the only NRM member to be murdered over the past week: On Sunday, María Ascención
Torres Cruz was murdered in the state of Morelos.

https://needtoknow.news/2019/01/mayor-mexican-town-assassinated-first-day-office/
https://needtoknow.news/2019/01/mayor-mexican-town-assassinated-first-day-office/
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2018-06-13/113-mexican-politicians-have-been-killed-september
https://nypost.com/2019/01/02/mexican-mayor-shot-dead-on-his-first-day-in-office/
https://nypost.com/2019/01/02/mexican-mayor-shot-dead-on-his-first-day-in-office/


Read full article here…

 

Migrants’ Remittances to Mexico and Central
America Jump to $53 Billion in 2018
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The World Bank reported that legal and illegal immigrants sent $53.4 billion in
remittances to Mexico and Central America in 2018. These money transfers provide a huge
stimulus to the countries that export their populations to the U.S. labor market.

Caravan Migrants Headed to the US Refuse
Mexico’s Offer for Schooling, Jobs,
Healthcare and More
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The program gives refugee status to those who apply and provide migrants access to
shelter, medical attention, schooling and temporary employment opportunities to Central
American migrants in the Chiapas and Oaxaca states. 

Newly Elected Congresswoman Kidnapped on
Highway in Mexico. More than 120 Politicians
and Candidates Have Been Killed Since
September 2017
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Norma Azucena Rodríguez Zamora was driving along a highway when two men shot at her
vehicle, causing it to flip and she was then pulled from the vehicle and forced to leave
with the gunmen. More than 120 Mexican politicians and political candidates have been
killed since September, 2017. More than 200,000 people have been murdered since 2006.

Mexico: 132 Politicians Were Killed in Run-
Up to National, State and Local Elections
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In the nine months leading up to the election, 132 politicians have been killed, as
thousands of federal, state and local offices were on the ballot. A risk assessment firm
reported that 48 of the victims were candidates.

Leading Mexican President Candidate Obrador
Calls for Mexicans to Flood the US Border
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Andrés Manuel López Obrador, known as “AMLO”, is a radical leftist who is almost certain
to win Mexico’s presidential election July 1st. He is calling for the mass migration of
Mexicans to the US, claiming that it is a human right. Tucker Carlson says that it is
cheaper for Mexico to send its poor people to the US than to take care of them in their
country.

Mexico Threatens to Stop Helping US Against
Drug Cartels and Migrants If Trump Deploys
Border Troops
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The Mexican Senate passed a resolution to end cooperation with the US against drug
cartels and immigration problems after President Trump ordered the National Guard troops
to the border. Mexico rejected the “militarization” of the border and refuses
cooperation until Trump “acts with civility and respect.”

Mexico: A Record-Breaking 24,000 Homicides
Reported from January through September
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In 2007, prior to the so-called war on drugs, there were 2,828 executions by organized
crime. Now the number is 18,017. All crime has increased.

Illegal Immigration From Mexico In Steep
Decline Because New Migrants Know They Will
Be Arrested And Deported
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President Trump’s executive order allowing the US Border Patrol to enforce laws has
drastically reduced illegal immigration from Mexico, because new immigrants are no
longer willing to risk being arrested and deported.

Mexico Declares War On The US
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Mexican President Pena Nieto cancelled his meeting with President Trump after Trump
tweeted that there was no point in having the meeting unless Nieto was ready to talk
about funding the border wall. Then Nieto made statements that, in more sane times,
would be considered as a declaration of war. He said that Mexico would use its
consulates in every US state to help illegal immigrants get taxpayer-funded benefits and
to protect them while they reject assimilation into America, which amounts to an
invasion by a foreign country. The Mexican President is supporting the globalist agenda
of breaking down the US to the point where it cannot survive without UN permission and
control.


